
Benefits That 

Reinforce Culture

A companies benefit 

offerings is the 

sharpest tool in the 

toolbox. 



Agenda
Our goal is to provide you with a set of principles coupled 

with a simple exercises to help you craft a tailored Benefit 

offering. 

ModHR Truths Trends here to stay Culture Cake



Sidney Bruce

CEO, ModHR



Next steps

Started to feel legit2019

Best year yet2021

ModHR Founded2017

How It Began
I realized there was a need for an extra set of 

hands. I decided I wanted to be the go to 

person to provide other HR departments 

support. 



Fractional HR =

Backstage pass to the crazy train.



The 
Three  
Truths
After working with a diverse portfolio of companies I've come to know 

three very important truths about HR.



Stories + Stats 
will help you close 
the deal. 
Stories do not matter without stats and statistics are 

stickier with stories.
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What works for you, can fail for 

them.

One size does not fit all. 



One of the biggest mistakes I 

see HR leaders make is 

disconnecting form the day to 

day.

Tactical practices 

induce strategic 

initiatives.



Our Truths...

• STORIES AND STATS

• TACTICAL PRACTICES INDUCE STRATEGIC 

INICIATES

• WHAT WORKS FOR YOU, CAN FAIL FOR 

THEM. 



How do we use these truths to craft 

our benefits? 



Understand the foundations

https://www.metlife.com/employee-

benefit-trends/



Where to Find 

the Data?

MetLife - Benefit Trends



What trends are here to stay? 



Trends here to 

stay.

Mental health has been brought 

to the forefront. Now we cannot 

unsee it. 

MENTAL HEALTH OFFERINGS

We  are a society that crave 

information. 

EDUCATION

We can thank the millennials. 

PERSONALIZATION

We've always worried about 

money, it's more acceptable to 

talk about it. 

FINANCIAL STRESS



Culture Cake

If your company culture was a cake, the Employee Handbook would be 

the recipe card. You can add and subtract ingredients to achieve the 

perfect flavor. A large organization and a small organization won’t have 

the same needs, even two companies of the same size won’t have the 

exact same policies. The flavor you choose is up to you, and will directly 

affect each and every employee, so it’s important to think through the 

ingredients



Culture Cake Foundations

Eggs + Flour + Milk

=

At-Will Disclaimer, FMLA & 

Harassment Policies



Flavoring makes your 

company Culture 

Cake Unique



Three questions to help build your recipe. 

Practical Application



How does this policy align with my mission?

Mission: Our Mission is to empower financial 

freedom to our community by providing people 

access to their earned income faster

Policy: Employee's can decide what  pay cycle 

works best for them. Daily, Weekly or Traditional



What purpose does this policy serve? 

Culture

Compliance



How do we live this 

policy in real life?



Let's try one of yours...



801.845.0790

humans@hrbymod.com

www.hrbymod.com

Contact Us




